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ABSTRACT

This paper is an overview of a wide range of recent
aerospace technologies under development at the
NASA Glenn Research Center, in collaboration with

other NASA centers, government agencies, industry

and academia. The focussed areas are space solar
power, advanced power management and distribution

systems, Stirling cycle conversion systems, fuel cells,
advanced thin film photovoltaics and batteries, and

combustion technologies. The aerospace-related

objectives of the technologies are generation of space
power, development of cost-effective and reliable, high

performance power systems, cryogenic applications,
energy storage, and reduction in gas-turbine emissions,

with attendant clean jet engines. The terrestrial energy
applications of the technologies include augmentation

of bulk power in ground power distribution systems,
and generation of residential, commercial and remote

power, as well as promotion of pollution-free
environment via reduction in combustion emissions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) has long

been a major developer of, and contributor to, key
technologies for NASA's missions and programs. Joint

and collaborative efforts have included participation by
other NASA Centers, U.S. government agencies,

industry and academia. This paper discusses some
recent GRC aerospace technologies with potential

benefits to terrestrial energy systems. Overviews of
combustion and power technologies, namely, space

solar power (SSP), power management and distribution
(PMAD), flywheel, Stirling cycle conversion systems,
fuel cells and thin film technologies are provided.

The objective of NASA's 'Space Solar Power
Exploratory Research and Technology (SERT)"
program is to use a constellation of satellites to beam

Gigawatts of space solar energy-derived power to a

terrestrial power system, using large rectennas. The
beamed power is microwave-based and, has low loss at

5.8GHz. Ref. [1] gives a comprehensive digest of the
SERT program. The program goal is to augment a

projected shortfall of global electric power supply. The
shortfall is expected to result from widespread high

demand for, and consumption of energy. One GRC
role is to develop the technologies for SSP power

generation and advanced power management and
distribution (PMAD).

To enhance solar energy collection for power
generation, GRC leads an effort to develop thin film
solar cells to allow the deployment of a large number of

solar cells. The potential features of light mass, low
cost and high production make thin film solar cells

ideally attractive to, and suitable for packaging large
arrays in launch vehicles. In-house GRC research

efforts aim at developing low temperature growth
processes for thin film solar cells.

The goals of the PMAD technology development are
low cost, high reliability and high performance of the
associated system(s), with emphasis on automation,

dual use, modularity and performance. The modular,
power converter-dominant PMAD and related

electronics-based systems are key technologies for
NASA's Earth Science, Human Exploration and

Development of Space (HEDS) and Aero-Space
Enterprises. For example, the converters and electronic

systems are expected to play an important role in
missions of all NASA Enterprises.

Copyright © 2000 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc. No copyright is asserted in the United States under
Title 17, U.S. Code. The U.S. Government has a royalty-freelicense to
exerciseall rights under the copyright claimedherein for Governmental
purposes.All other rightsare reservedby the copyright owner.

The flywheel technology focuses on energy storage and
peak power applications. This effort, in combination

with concurrent development of corresponding

component technologies, is an advancement of previous
efforts by the participants I21. A key objective of the

present technology development is to demonstrate high
performance, high reliability and reduced losses in a
high-speed, lightweight flywheel energy system (FES).
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The Stirling cycle conversion technology development
effort seeks to produce free-piston Stirling power

converters for space and solar terrestrial power

generation applications. A major advantage of the
Stirling engine is its ability to use any type of heat
source. Other attractions of free-piston Stirling

machines are their long life, reliability and high
thermodynamic efficiency. Stifling converter-based

radioisotope power systems for deep space applications,
and free-piston Stirling cycle (FPSC)

refrigerator/freezer (R/F) technology for manned space

exploration are discussed.

Fuel cell technology is highlighted in a focussed
terrestrial application project in which GRC and its

collaborators are applying fuel cell technology to the
design and operation of a new energy-efficient building

at Oberlin College in Ohio. The ecologically-designed
Adam Joseph Lewis Center for Environmental Studies

"serves as a pedagogical tool which encourages
mindfulness of materials selection, wastewater

recycling, and full cost accounting for the hnilding's
technologies and structure". In this joint endeavor,

GRC leads the application of renewable energy
systems, notably those pertaining to fuel cell and solar

cell technology.

Finally, an on-going, GRC combustor research program
seeks to reduce nitrogen oxide, NOx, emissions from

aircraft gas turbines. This effort is expected to
contribute to other ground-based NOx emissions
reduction efforts

The following summaries of these technologies

describe their aero-space applications as well as their

applicability to terrestrial energy systems.

2. POWER TECHNOLOGIES

2.1 SPACE SOLAR POWER (SSP)

Solar photovoltaic (PV) systems have been the
conventional 'workhorse' for generating space power.
A joint GRC-Industry technology demonstration has
shown that a closed Brayton-cycle (CBC)-based solar

dynamic (SD) power system is, also, a viable means to
generate space power [31. In an SD system, a highly
efficient heat engine converts solar energy to electric

power. Compared to other heat engines such as the
Rankine and Stirling engines, the CBC unit is viewed as

particularly attractive for space solar power (SSP)

generation, due to its high power scalability and
relative maturity. In-house research efforts at GRC have
further reinforced the viability of SD power technology

as an option for the SSP system. The results of the GRC
in-house effort suggest that the introduction of modular

systems, exemplified by the SD power system of Fig. 1,
can enable the attainment of GW power levels required

for the SSP system [4]. Such modularity will, also, have
the benefit of facilitating in-orbit assembly of

constituent parts to form a space power system.

Reference [4] identifies the needed near-term advanced

component development and far-term technology
infusion, for the realization of an SSP system. The

required items include lightweight deployable solar
concentrators and composite material radiators, among
others. Current work is focused on proof-of-concept

research and technology development of an SD power

option for SSP. Complementary to the needed advances
is an advanced PMAD for the associated power

system(s).

2.2 ADVANCED PMAD

The acronym PMAD denotes power management and
distribution of electric power flow from a power

generation source to load(s) at transmitting and

receiving centers. Associated functions of PMAD are
the conditioning and coordinated control of power to
the distribution network of the power system.
Automation, dual use and modularity will be

incorporated in the development. This is consistent with

the goals of advanced PMAD, namely, low cost, high
reliability and performance. Automation will be
realized via advancements in converters and system

controls, and in integrated power and converter busses.
Dual use will be achieved by implementing hardware

commonality for air/spacecraft, and by developing
hardware tolerance of radiation-induced single event

upset (SEU). Modularity will be built into the
advanced, topology-varied power converters, integrated
electronic switches, also known as integrated power
modules (IPMs), and power electronics-based systems.

The development of modular converters with built-in
intelligent controls will be based on power electronic

building blocks (PEBBs) technology 151. The cost
reduction of the modular PMAD will be sought through

the use of common controllers and components for the
various modules with built-in reliability.

A considerable portion of the real estate in aerospace

power systems is power electronics-based. Similar to
terrestrial power systems, it is projected that power

electronics will increasingly penetrate aerospace power

systems. This projection is based on anticipated 'more
electric' upgrades in aerospace vehicles, such as
aircraft, reusable launch vehicles and the shuttle. There

is a wide array of applicable options for the 'more
electric' technology [6]. The advent of PEBBs and their

subsequent insertion into PMAD systems is expected to
facilitate the control of PMAD, aid in troubleshooting
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systemandsubsystemmalfunctions,andtoimprovethe
overallreliabilityofthepowersystem.Theconsequent
attributesof anadvancedPMADarehighefficiency,
high powerdensity,particularlyof the embedded
passivecomponents,and advancedpackagingand
thermalmanagement.Fig. 2 illustratesthethrustsof
GRC'sadvancedPMADprogram.Therelevanceofthe
modularconvertersandrelatedsystemsto NASA
missionsisdepictedinFig.3.

2.2.1MODULAR POWER CONVERTERS

GRC's development of radiation-tolerant, intelligent

modular power converters is jointly undertaken with
industry and academia. The industrial partner is TRW.

Academia participants are Texas A & M University,
Cleveland State University, the University of
Minnesota, Auburn University and the University of

Illinois. Also, the Prairie View University is studying
radiation effects on DC-DC converters. This teaming
approach assures commercial and industrial

applicability of the converters, and infusion of
innovation, while concurrently maintaining relevance to

NASA's aerospace programs and missions. Industry is
responsible for the development of advanced converter

topologies, for integration with digital controllers.

Academia focuses on advanced converter topologies,
integrated magnetics, and state-of-the-a__ digital control
algorithms and associated hardware for DC-DC

converters. The digital control algorithms will provide
controller requirements for desired features of the
converters. GRC in-house work includes the

development of a supervisory controller for the modular
components, and PEBB-based motor drive technology

with advanced controls. Recently, GRC has developed
digital controls which significantly reduced the size of

input filter requirements for modular DC-DC
converters, and with no adverse effect on power quality
specifications [71. The anticipated gain in power density

and reduction in parts count, derived from modularity
in power converters, is typified in Fig. 4.

Planned incorporation of adaptive control and
automatic reconfiguration of the modular converters
should measurably improve their reliability and fault

tolerance, for both aerospace and terrestrial
applications. The infusion of digital and intelligent

controls in the converter technology is expected to
enhance the development of distributed, modular

PMAD for relatively large systems.

The beneficiaries of advanced, modular PMAD include

spacecraft, aircraft and launch vehicles (LVs) in the

aerospace arena, and other types of terrestrial power
and propulsion systems. For space systems in

particular, modularity will yield reductions in size and

weight of power processing units (PPUs) for electric
propulsion and photovoltaic (PV) array/batter),

regulators for high density PMAD architectures.
Similar gains in power electronics-based systems,

especially motor drives and their advanced controls,

will benefit flywheel systems for spacecraft, and
electric actuation for thrust vector control (TVC) of

LVs and control surfaces of aerospace vehicles, in
general. Terrestrially, electric and hybrid electric
vehicles (EVs, HEVs) and other industrial drives will,
also, benefit from advanced PMAD.

2.3 FLYWHEEL SYSTEMS

NASA GRC, US Air Force (USAF), DARPA, National

Reconnaissance Office (NRO), Department of
Transportation (DOT), US Flywheel, Inc., and TRW

are collaborating to develop advanced flywheel

technologies, with focus on energy storage and peak
power applications. Flywheel energy storage (FES)

applications require high specific energy and, hence,
high rotor speeds, robust rotor structure and magnetic

bearings. Other participants in related on-going
technology developments in lightweight composite

materials, high performance magnetic bearings and
power electronics-based systems, include the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory, Boeing Company, the
University of Texas Center for Electro-Mechanics

(UT-CEM), Auburn University and American Flywheel
Systems, Inc. The first flight demonstration of flywheel

technology is planned for the International Space
Station (ISS). Currently proposed chemical batteries

have only five years life, and their narrow temperature

tolerance range (10°C) is far exceeded by the

operational temperature range of flywheels. The higher
energy density (W-hr/lbm) of flywheels is a source for

potential peak power, if needed during shuttle docking
with the ISS. The cited flywheel advantages can
translate into lower operational costs for the ISS.

Consistent with the objectives of high performance,

high reliability and reduced losses in a high-speed,
lightweight FES, a significant recent milestone
achievement for the GRC-USAF-TRW effort has been

the operation of an advanced FES system at 60,000

RPM. This success not only demonstrates the highest
speed to-date by a flywheel spun on magnetic beatings,

but also, strengthens the viability of using a FES
system, rather than chemical batteries, on the ISS. The

success of the U.S. Flywheels-built FES system is a
culmination of advanced composite materials-based

rotor, low-loss magnetic bearings, high-speed motor-
generator set and motion control algorithms. A cutaway
view of the FES system is depicted in Fig. 5.
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FESsystemapplicationstypicallyrequiretwocounter-
rotatingflywheelswith resultant,no-disturbancenet
torque,andmomentum(derivedfromreactionwheels)
forattitudecontrol.GRCispursuingaparallelin-house
efforttocombineaFESsystemandanattitudecontrol
system(ACS) into a singlearchitecture,namely,
integratedpowerandattitudecontrol system (IPACS).

With its expected significant mass reduction, the
IPACS is viewed as an enabler to the achievement of

lightweight, low cost and significantly capable
spacecraft. Studies-to-date predict that the specific

energy of flywheel-based IPACS can be as high as ten
times the current specific energy of batteries and
reaction wheels used on midsize spacecraft with energy
levels in excess of 200W-Hrs. This is based on a

projected availability of high performance composites
used in the flywheel rotor. Also, the attendant numerous

charge/discharge cycles of the lower' earth orbiting
(LEO) satellites make the IPACS particularly suitable

to this class of spacecraft. Potential space applications
for the IPACS encompass LEO satellites for earth
observation and reconnaissance, and planetary outposts

and rovers. Likely ground-based uses include general

transportation systems, particularly, electric and hybrid
electric vehicles (EVs, HEVs), and unintermptible

power supplies (UPS) for launch operations.

The other objective of the flywheel technology
development, that is, peak power or load levering

application, depends on the timeliness with which the
system responds to demands for rapid and large
increases in loads. Unlike most of current generation

satellites with mainly level loads, future LEO
communication satellites are expected to experience

considerable peak power demands, during city- or

ground station-fly-over-activated transmission. IPACS
are projected to suitably serve the peak power needs of
future communication satellites. EVs and HEVs and

their charging stations constitute terrestrial application
areas for peak power capability of flywheel systems.

The GRC has established a goal of providing a fully

developed and flight qualified flywheel system for ISS
demonstration by late 2004. A successful integration of

advanced flywheels into future spacecraft systems will
generate advanced flywheel technology and opportunities

for other aerospace and terrestrial applications.

2.4 STIRLING CYCLE CONVERSION SYSTEMS

The inherent advantages of long rife, reliability and

high thermodynamic efficiency make the Stirring cycle

conversion system attractive for space and terrestrial

applications. GRC has conducted research and
technology development on Stirring systems since the
mid-1970's. Initial efforts were to develop a crank-

driven alternative engine for automotive propulsion.

Other past work has included development of a
12.5kWe converter (i.e. coupled free-piston Stifling

engine (FPSE)-rinear alternator) for a (space power)
SP-100 nuclear power system tsl, using a heat pipe

thermal input and operated at an overall temperature
ratio of 2. This system achieved its power and

efficiency goals during 1500 hours of endurance tests,
on its first startup. As part of the SP-100 Stifling

technology development, various in-house testing and

analyses have been completed. These efforts
encompassed testing the space power research engine
(SPRE) t91, improving the understanding of Stirring

thermodynamic losses tl°l, permanent magnet
characterization t_ll, and test-verified dynamic analyses

of a Stirring converter-load system 1121. Reference [ 12]
discusses the system performance and control

requirements for the converter feeding a dynamic
reactive load. Also, in the past, GRC has technically

managed the Advanced Stirring Conversion System
(ASCS) terrestrial dish free-piston Stirring project ttsl

This paper discusses more recent interagency-industry

Stirring technology developments for radioisotope
space power and refrigerator/freezer (R/F) systems.

NASA GRC, Department of Energy (DOE) and Stifling

Technology Company (STC) are developing a 55We
Stirring converter for a high efficiency Stifling

radioisotope power source, to provide spacecraft on-
board electric power for future NASA deep space
missions. Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators

(RTGs), traditionally the 'workhorse' for electric power

requirements for outer planetary space probes, have
relatively low efficiency (5 to 7 percent) and high

radioisotope, namely, plutonium, inventory. The
projected 20 to 25 percent efficiency of the Stirring

power source, with its attendant over 60 percent
reduction in the radioisotope inventory, makes such a

power source attractive with regard to fuel cost and
environmental safety, as a replacement for the RTG
source. The role of GRC in the Stirring converter

development is to determine the converter performance
in launch and orbit transfer load conditions, assess the

engine heater head structural rife, characterize

permanent magnet aging, and perform finite element
analysis (FEA) of the alternator design.

Other key issues, such as the operation of multiple
Stifling converters and adaptive reduction of Stifling
converter vibrations, are being pursued under GRC-

managed, NASA-sponsored Small Business Innovative

Research (SBIR) projects by STC. For example, STC
has successfully demonstrated synchronous operation

of a pair of thermodynamically independent Stirring
converters [141. Figure 6 shows a set-up of a pair of

Stirring converters synchronized by parallel connection
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of thelinearalternatorsof theconveners,witharigid
mechanicalcouplingbetweenthehousingsof thetwo
converters.Thethermodynamicindependenceof the
convertersmakesthem potentiallyredundant,to
safeguardagainsta convenerfailureandto promote
uninterruptiblepower generation.Further, the
mechanicallyarranged180° out-of-phaseoperationof
thetwoconvertersyieldssignificantreductionin their
vibrations,withoutresortingto feedbackcontrols.
Finally,anevaluationof anartificialneuralnetwork
(ANN) indicatesits potentialfor convenerhealth
monitoring.

Theobjectiveof anotherSBIRprojectwithSTCisto
developan AdaptiveVibrationReductionSystem
(AVRS),to providefurthersignificantreductionin
convertervibrationsduringnormaloperatingmode,and
to enableadjustmentto changingconvenerconditions
overthecourseof a mission[141. The achievements of

multiple converters-load system operation and vibration

reduction in the synchronized converters strengthen the
viability of Stifling converters to replace RTGs, for
radioisotope power systems for space missions.

GRC is collaborating with NASA Ames Research

Center (ARC) and Marshall Space Fright Center
(MSFC) and the US Air Force to demonstrate a

refrigeration system for long-term storage of cryogenic

fluids for space missions using an advanced high
efficiency pulse tube cooler. Stifling cycle and pulse

tube coolers are attractive for their high efficiency and
low vibration. They are developed primarily for sensor

cooling for which low vibration is critical. A pulse tube
cooler is similar to, but has fewer moving parts than, a
Stifling cycle cooler. These coolers are under

consideration by NASA for applications such as

Refrigerator/Freezer (R/F) systems for food, medical
supplies and biological sample storage, long-term

storage of cryogenic propellants, and cooling
superconductors for solar space power. Earlier, a GRC
assessment identified the needed, advanced R/F

technologies for future Life and Biomedical Sciences
space missions ILsl. That assessment sought to

subsequently develop key technologies, and design,

fabricate and demonstrate the developed technologies
by testing a brassboard R/F system. In the present
effort, GRC is attempting to aid industry, wherever

possible, in developing a manufacturing base and
reducing the unit cost for the coolers, to assure their

widespread availability to users and, thereby, reduce
development costs for NASA applications. GRC, ARC

and MSFC are performing in-house analyses, and
developing technologies to modify commercially

available coolers to suit NASA needs. The most likely
applicable NASA platforms are the Shuttle, the

International Space Station and planetary probes. Also,
part of the GRC work focuses on developing controls to

run multiple coolers, with view to limit their vibrations
and tolerate failure of any one cooler.

A number of possible terrestrial applications of the
above technologies are under consideration. The 55We

Stirring convener for the radioisotope power system is
being evaluated for remote power applications. A

vibration balancing technique, developed as part of the
NASA SBIR project at STC, has been selected for

inclusion in technology development for a naval
application. A possible use of an ANN is under active

consideration by manufacturers interested in various

uses of Stifling engines. The applications of coolers
encompass solar-powered refrigeration for off-grid

operation, particularly in a tropical climate, heat pumps,
and residential use to eliminate chlorinated fluoro

carbons (CFC) from home refrigeration tj6j. Cooler

technology penetration into the residential market will

be enhanced when pricing can become competitive with
current technology for home refrigeration.

2.5 FUEL CELL

GRC has actively researched fuel cells mainly for space

applications. In recent years, there have been
considerable advancements in fuel cell technology. In

addition to its use in space, a fuel cell offers significant
potential as a source of primary power for both the

automotive industry and residential market. However,

a fuel cell can be more than just a source of primary
electric power; it can be combined with a water
electrolyzer and gas storage tanks to form a

regenerative fuel cell (RFC) energy storage system, as

shown in Fig. 7. The RFC system acts as a battery,
which stores energy in the form of gaseous hydrogen
and oxygen during periods of excess energy

availability, and then draws on that energy reserve to
produce power, when needed. This capability is

especially attractive, if the source of excess energy is a
renewable power system, such as solar or wind, which
is typically intermittent and seasonal in nature.

In collaboration with Oberlin College, community
leaders and William McDonough & Partners

(architectural firm), GRC has applied the renewable
energy feature of RFCs to the design of a revolutionary
building, the 'Adam Joseph Lewis Center for

Environmental Studies' at Oberlin College. The Lewis
Center will have solar photovoltaic panels on its roof,

as well as several possible wind generators on site. The
intermittent and seasonal characteristics of the

renewable sources are such that the building will have

to rely on another power source, when the renewable
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sourcesareinsufficient.At other times, an excess of

renewable energy will be available to meet the
electrical loads of the building.

RFC systems offer a major advantage over battery

systems in that the power and energy portions of an RFC

system are independent of each other. This means that
capacity can be increased in an RFC system by simply

adding more storage tanks, without having to increase
the size of the fuel cell or electrolyzer. The capacity of

battery systems can be increased, only by adding more

batteries. Seasonal energy storage is, therefore,

impractical for battery systems, due to the large
quantities of batteries required to store excess summer

electrical energy for winter use. With sufficient reactant
storage, RFC systems can easily accomplish this task.
The Lewis Center will generate an excess of solar power

during the summer months, because solar generation will

be high and building electrical loads will be low.
Sufficient reactant storage will allow some of this excess

energy to be used during winter months when solar
power is low, and building energy loads are high.

Regarding terrestrial applications, another advantage of

RFC systems over battery systems is their adaptability
to the intermittent nature of wind generators. On

extremely windy days when excess wind power is very
high, batteries will reach their 100 percent state-of-

charge limit and not be able to store all of the available
energy. In contrast, RFC systems can easily store

excess energy. Even if building energy loads are high,
the potential exists to produce an excess of wind power.
As wind power is proportional to the cube of wind

speed, a series of extremely windy days can generate a

significant amount of stored energy for later use.

The Adam Joseph Lewis Center for Environmental

Studies at Oberlin College will serve as an excellent
demonstration site for combining RFC energy storage

with solar and wind power sources, to form a completely
renewable energy system_ The unique nature of RFC

energy storage will demonstrate the practicality of
renewable energy systems for areas such as northern

Ohio, a region not thought to be appropriate for
renewable sources. NASA GRC will continue to work

with Oberlin College throughout the design, installation,
and demonstration of their renewable energy system,

while promoting the use of RFC energy storage systems
for other aerospace and terrestrial applications.

2.6 THIN FILM TECHNOLOGIES

Among the desirable attributes in any space-bound

component, subsystem or system, are high specific

power (to minimize cost of payload launch into space),
radiation tolerance and high reliability, without

sacrificing performance. GRC is currently developing
space-bound technologies in thin film chalcopyrite solar

cells and lithium polymer batteries. These technologies
are described below.

High specific power (watts/kg) space solar arrays can

be achieved by developing a high-efficiency, thin-film
solar cell which can be fabricated directly on a flexible,

lightweight, space-qualified durable substrate such as

Kapton (Dupont), or other polymide, or suitable
polymer film. Cell efficiencies approaching 20 percent
at AM0 (air mass zero) will be required to compete

with state-of-the-art crystalline materials. Current thin-
film cell fabrication approaches are limited by either

(1) the ultimate efficiency that can be achieved with the
device material and structure, or (2) the requirement for

high-temperature deposition processes that are

incompatible with all presently known flexible
polymides, or other polymer substrate materials. GRC

is developing a chemically based approach to enable the
development of a process which will produce high-

efficiency cells at temperatures below 500°C. Such low

temperatures minimize the problems associated with the
difference between the coefficients of thermal

expansion of the substrate and thin-film solar cell
and/or decomposition of the substrate.

Polymer substrates can be used at low temperatures. As
such, thin-film solar cell materials can be deposited

onto molybdenum-coated Kapton, or other suitable
substrates, via a chemical spray process, using

advanced single-source precursors, or by direct

electrochemical deposition. A single-source precursor
containing all the required chemically-coordinated

atoms such as copper, indium, sulfur and others, will
enable the use of low deposition temperatures that are
compatible with the substrate of choicet_71 A

combination of low-temperature electrochemical

deposition and chemical bath deposition has been used
to produce ZnO/CdS/CulnSe2 thin-film photovoltaic

solar cells on lightweight flexible plastic substrates,
depicted in Fig. 8118]. Expected low manufacturing cost
and improved reliability of many high-technology

polymers make the thin-film technology potentially

applicable to terrestrial systems. Examples include off-
grid applications such as military field operations,

remote housing or communications stations, as well as,
recreational or marine applications.

GRC is, also, engaged in polymer-based thin-film
battery technology for space applications. Specifically,

thin-film lithium hybrid batteries have been integrated
with Multi-Chip Modules (MCM's) for possible use in
micro- and nano-satellites. The same fabrication

process has been used to develop an all solid-state
lithium battery, Fig. 9, from commercially obtained
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polymerelectrolytes.Theflexibilityof the materials,

techniques and infrastructure allows the use of any
number of free-standing polymer electrolytes or a

variety of cathode and anode materials. The outer layer

of the GRC-developed batteries is space-qualified,
lightweight and flexible Kapton which is radiation- and
temperature- tolerant. The anode and cathode sandwich

the polymer electrolyte of the lithium battery [191

Near-term applications of thin-film Lithium batteries
include pacemaker, heating aid and related biomedical

devices, computers and cell phones. Other beneficiaries

are propulsion, power and communications for
commercial and military applications. Mid-term uses

for integrated power devices (described above), can
encompass a combined battery and solar cell in a roof

tile to generate residential power, or solar-rechargeable
power system for the military, recreational vehicles and

other consumer products.

3. COMBUSTION TECHNOLOGY

In addition to aerospace power technology, GRC is

NASA's Center of Excellence for Turbo-machinery.
Part of the turbo-machinery research effort includes

combustion emissions reduction. The expected
contributions of advanced combustor research at GRC

include liquid fueled low NOx combustor concepts,
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling, ceramic

liners, acoustic instability modeling and control, and a
particulate emissions database. Fig. 10 shows the

roadmap of the various technology readiness levels
(TRLs) for the low NOx emission combustor

development. Joint research programs with industry
include full-scale combustor tests of low emission gas

turbine combustors primarily for aircraft engines.
Much of this technology is also applicable to ground
power gas turbine combustors.

Ground power gas turbines using natural gas produce
very low levels of NOx emissions. However, engines
which use liquid fuel have much higher NOx emissions.

An objective of the GRC combustor program is to
provide low NOx emission combustors which use

liquid fuel or have dual fuel capabifity. Among the
concepts under development are partially pre-mixed,

pre-vaporized combustor, lean direct injection, and rich
burn-quick quench-lean burn. At GRC, the emphasis is

on lean direct injection which uses a multitude of small
fuel injectors to improve the fuel-air mixing and, thus,
reduce the amount of NOx. Photo-etched laminates are

used, since they can increase the number of fuel

injectors without increasing the overall complexity or
cost of the development. Compared to conventional

designs, flametube tests have demonstrated 80 percent
reduction in NOx levels.

Efforts have been focused on developing a

computational combustion capability, as part of a

National Combustion Code to meet combustor designer
requirements for model accuracy and analysis

turnaround time. The solver of the Code is an analysis
tool for turbulent combustion flows. The solver uses

unstructured meshes and multiple processor machines,
and is linked to computer-aided-design (CAD) systems,
which incorporate solid modeling and automated

meshing of complex geometries. The Code includes a
nonlinear, k-epsilon turbulence model, a chemical

kinetics model, a spray module, and a joint probability
density method for species and enthalpy.

Non-intrusive laser diagnostic measurements are beirg
taken of reacting flows at pressures up to 600 lb/in__.
Such measurements can be used in combustor

development and code validation. Specifically,

measurements are made of hydroxyl (OH) using planar
laser-induced fluorescence, liquid fuel concentration

using planar Mie scattering and luminescent emissions
of C,_, velocity using laser doppler velocimetry, and fuel

dropsizes using a phase doppler method.

Ceramic (SIC) composite matrix (CMC) liners,

currently under development, will have a temperature
capability of 2400°F. This will result in reduced

combustor cooling levels of 10 to 15 percent of the

combustion air, which is about half of the required
amount for metal liners. With less air used for cooling
liners, more air is available for use in the combustion

process, thereby reducing the NOx levels.

Advanced controls for emissions and operability are

being developed. Fuel staging can be used to reduce
the NOx levels and improve combustion stability. A

model under development for the acoustic instabilities
in a Lean-Pre-mixed-Pre-vaporized combustor and
Lean Direct Injection combustor will be used to control

or prevent instabilities from occurring.

The Glenn Research Center's Particulate and Gaseous

emissions Measurement System (PAGEMS) was
developed to aid the design of environmentally friendly

combustors. PAGEMS, a group of analyzers integrated
and housed in a van, characterizes the particulate and
gaseous species concentrations from the combustor

exhaust, using extractive sampling techniques.
Presently, a comprehensive aircraft particulate database

does not exist. The data acquired by PAGEMS will help
populate this database, which is important in the

assessment of the impact of modern aircraft emissions,

and/or ground power emissions, on the atmosphere.
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4. SUMMARY

This paper presents overviews of some recent aerospace

power and combustion technologies pursued by GRC,

in collaboration with other NASA Centers, government

agencies, industry and academia. The research and

technology efforts primarily support programs to enable

NASA missions. Goals include generation of solar

energy-based power to augment terrestrial power

systems, development of advanced, modular PMAD for

cost-effective, highly reliable and high performance

power systems, and flywheel technology development

for energy storage and peak power applications. Other

efforts pertain to Stifling cycle conversion technologies

for space, solar terrestrial power generation and

cryogenic applications, fuel cells and thin film

technologies for power generation. Combustion

technology is being produced for reducing gaseous and

particulate emissions from aircraft gas turbines.

The attendant terrestrial uses of the cited technologies

include, respectively, boosting of terrestrial bulk power

supply to meet increasingly high power demands,

lightweight, advanced PMAD for industrial drives and

automotive applications, Stirling cycle-based home

refrigeration, and remote, residential and commercial

power generation, and environmental control of

combustion-induced emissions.
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Figure 5.---Cut-Away View of Flywheel Module (courtesy of U. S. Flywheel).

Figure 6.mTwo Opposed 55We Stirling Converters on Test
at STC (courtesy of STC)o
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Figure 9._olid-State Lithium Battery (Mass: 0.5 gm).
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